Information fusion methods based on Dempster-Shafer evidence theory (DST) have been widely used in fault diagnosis. In DST-based methods, the monitoring information collected from sensors is modeled as multiple pieces of diagnosis evidence in the form of basic belief assignment (BBA), and Dempster's rule is then used to combine these BBAs to obtain the fused BBA for diagnosis decision making. However, the belief structure with crisp singlevalued belief degrees in BBA may be too coarse to truthfully represent detailed fault information. Moreover, Dempster's rule only uses a static combination process, which is unsuitable for dynamically fusing information collected at different time steps. In order to address these issues, the paper proposes a dynamic diagnosis method based on interval-valued evidential updating. First of all, the diagnosis evidence is constructed as an interval-valued belief structure (IBS), which provides a more informative scheme than BBA to model fault information. Secondly, the proposed evidential updating strategy can generate updated IBS as global diagnosis evidence by updating the previous evidence with the new incoming evidence recursively. Thirdly, the reliability and sensitivity indices are designed to evaluate and compare the performance of the proposed updating strategy with other commonly used strategies. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed evidential updating strategy is demonstrated through some typical fault experiments of a machine rotor.
Introduction
Fault diagnosis depends on multi sensors to monitor whether the behavior of an industrial system is correct, which is a main way of alarm monitoring in an industrial alarm system. Information collected from multi-sensors have to be fused together because normally a single sensor may not be able to get sufficient information for fault diagnosis. In practical situation, data collected by most sensors are inherently uncertain, imprecise or even incomplete due to various factors, such as random environmental disturbances, sensor instrument errors, etc 1 . Therefore, it is imperative to design a fusion mechanism for minimizing the effects of such imprecision and uncertainty on diagnosis decisions. Dempster-Shafer evidence theory (DST) is known to be capable of dealing with this kind of uncertain information fusion. DST can robustly deal with incomplete data and allows the representation of both imprecision and uncertainty 2 . It provides such as rotating machinery [3] [4] , power electronics [5] [6] , control system [7] [8] , sensor network 9 and so on.
Commonly, there are three interrelated steps for establishing a DST-based diagnosis system. The first step is to set up a frame of discernment (FoD) consisting of fault hypotheses. Different hypotheses in the FoD indicate different diagnosis goals. For instance, if we only want to detect whether a system is normal or abnormal, we may construct the FoD as ={F 0 , F} in which the system state is described to be either faulty F or normal F 0 . In order to differentiate a specific fault from the others, the FoD can be expanded to ={F 0 , F 1 ,…, F N }, where F i signifies the presence of the ith fault mode. If we further need to detailedly analyze the severity level of a specific fault, we may set ={SL(slight), MO (moderate), SE(severe)}. The second step is to obtain a basic belief assignment (BBA) function, in which the belief degrees, i.e., belief masses, are used to measure the extent to which that on-line monitoring information supports each diagnosis hypothesis and the subsets of the hypotheses. Such a BBA can also be also named as a piece of diagnosis evidence. There are different ways for generating BBAs from different types of information and data collected by sensors or even extracted from experts' experiences. The typical ways include fuzzy matching 10 , neural network 5 , decision tree 5 , artificial immune algorithm 4 , expert system 7 and so on. The final step is to choose appropriate combination rules to fuse these BBAs and make a diagnosis decision according to the fused results. Besides Dempster's rule, some improved combination rules have also been given to handle conflicting diagnosis evidence 7, 11 .
Although these methodological contributions have stimulated the application of DST in the area of fault diagnosis, the current DST-based diagnosis mechanism has some inherent defects worthy of further analysis and discussion:
The belief structure with crisp single-valued belief degrees in BBA may be too coarse to truthfully represent detailed fault information. Therefore, Simple crisp belief structure may miss or distort useful fault information which may lead to incorrect diagnosis decision 12 .
The fusion mechanism of Dempster's and other improved rules are "symmetric" or "static" [13] [14] , and they are usually suitable for fusing multiple BBAs locally collected at the same time step. However, in order to support reliable decision-making, on-line diagnosis further requires aggregating the newly fused BBA at the current time step with the old results accumulated in the past dynamically. Obviously, the relationship between the new and old results is dissymmetric, so the previous rules may be no longer applicable. Correct detection rate and false alarms rate are commonly used indices for evaluating the performance of a diagnosis algorithm 5 ,but this kind of "hard" indices rarely reflects how "close" the fused BBA is to the true situation. Particularly, while taking both symmetric and dissymmetric fusing processes into consideration, we need to design other comprehensive performance indices satisfying soft and dynamic requirements. The first point above is concerned with the representation of uncertainty. In recent years, intervalvalued belief structures (IBSs) have attracted considerable attention for its effectiveness of modeling and combining uncertain information by using interval form of belief masses [15] [16] [17] . Compared with single-valued BBA, IBS can describe fault information in a more elaborate way and caters for human's general understandings to uncertainty. Ref. 12 presented a fuzzy feature extraction and matching method to generate the IBSs for fault diagnosis from multi-source data, and then fused them using the optimal combination rule for interval evidence proposed in Ref. 15 . Using the same set of data, Ref.12 also generated BBAs and fused them. A number of comparative studies on a machine rotor system proved that IBS captures more useful fault information from uncertain data than BBA and can enhance accuracy of DST-based diagnosis system. The second point is concerned with the dynamic updating of diagnosis knowledge. The available diagnosis information can be classified into two parts. One is the previous knowledge base that has been constructed from a vast amount of evidence accumulated at the past steps, and the other is the diagnosis evidence gathered at the current time step. Generally speaking, the former may contain more comprehensive diagnosis information than the latter, but in a dynamically changing environment the new incoming evidence may reflect the current state of the system more accurately. Thus we should introduce an updating process to update the previous knowledge base with the new knowledge according to the human's The third point is about the performance evaluation of a diagnosis algorithm. The diagnosis decision making of a DST/IBSs-based diagnosis system is based on some principles of maximum belief degree, maximum plausibility, maximum of pignistic probability, etc 21 .
For instance, suppose there are two fused BBA denoted as m ,I and m ,II coming from algorithm I and algorithm II respectively. If m ,I (F 1 )=0.6, m ,I (F 2 )=0.4, m ,II (F 1 )= 0.9, m ,II (F 2 )=0.1, then, according to the principles of maximum belief degree, both of them can give the "hard" judgment that fault F 1 happens. However, it is obvious that algorithm II is more credible because m ,II (F 1 ) is closer to the definite solution "m(F 1 )=1" than m ,I (F 1 ). Once this "distance" to the solution is quantified, the progress that an algorithm makes becomes observable as it converges on the solution 22 . In particular, when developing a dynamic updating process for diagnosis evidence, we have to synthetically consider the degree and speed of the convergence. While much research is being carried out to develop new fusion algorithms for fault diagnosis, limited research has been conducted to design indices for evaluating their static and dynamic performance. In order to address the three concerns outlined above, this paper presents a new linear updating strategy of IBSs for on-line diagnosis, and also designs corresponding performance indices to assess and compare different updating methods on a commonly used diagnosis problem. Firstly, the Euclidean distance of evidence is extended to the framework of IBSs. Secondly, a new linear updating rule of IBSs is proposed to recursively generate the current updated IBS by updating the previous IBS with the new incoming IBS. In the updating process, similarity between the two IBSs is produced from the proposed distance and used to calculate the linear combination weights. A diagnosis decision is then made using the updated diagnosis evidence. Thirdly, based on the similarity, the static reliability index (SRI) and dynamic sensitivity index (DSI) are designed to measure the convergence degree and speed of the updating diagnosis algorithms respectively. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the relevant concepts of DST and IBSs. Section 3 introduces the extended Euclidean distance between two IBSs. Section 4 presents the new linear updating strategy of IBSs for on-line fault diagnosis. Section 5 designs the static reliability index (SRI) and dynamic sensitivity index (DSI). Section 6 reports that a few comparative experiments of dynamic fault diagnosis in a machine rotor system show the capacity of SRI and DSI and the applicability of the proposed linear updating strategy for diagnosing faulty states of the rotating machinery. The conclusions are presented in section 7. , when there is not additional information to be provided. This transformation from m to BetP m is called as Pignistic transformation. It is obvious that the Pignistic probability can be regarded as a classical probability measure for decision-making using the standard Bayesian decision theory. A detailed discussion on this concept can be found in Refs.5,23.
Review of relevant concepts

Basic of IBS
In an IBS, belief masses are no longer described by crisp numbers, but lie within certain intervals. It is constrained as follows. A valid IBS can be normalized by using the above inequality. Table 1 gives an example to illustrate the normalization process. Here, m 1 is a valid IBS because it satisfies the conditions in Definition 1, but it is not normalized according to Definition 2. Hence, Eq. (5) is used to normalize m 1 so as to obtain the valid and normalized IBS m 2 by cutting some infeasible subintervals of m 1 . In the following, we assume that an IBS is valid and normalized, unless it is stated explicitly.
After BBA is extended to IBS, the following important work is to combine two or multiple IBSs. Definition 3 15 Let m 1 
where (m 1 m 2 ) (C) and (m 1 m 2 ) (C) are the minimum and maximum of the following pair of optimization problems respectively:
For instance, (7) can be interpreted as: the crisp BBAs selected from the two IBSs are combined by using the classical Dempster combination rule respectively. Thus, the fused IBS can be obtained from maximizing/minimizing the crisp fused BBAs. Each of the above pair of models (max/min) simultaneously considers the combination and normalization of two IBSs and optimizes them together rather than separately. The reason for doing so is to capture the true belief mass intervals of the combined focal elements 15 . Compared with existing combination and normalization approaches [24] [25] 
The Euclidean distance between IBSs
Before presenting the Euclidean distance of two IBSs, we need to clarify the geometrical interpretation for IBSs. Definition 4 27 An interval number X in is defined as the set of real numbers such that X=[
can be treated as the real number x. Definition 5 27 Denote the set of all close intervals X in
Vector V is an extension by replacing elements being crisp numbers with elements being intervals in a vector. Each classic vector is a special case of an intervalvalued vector where its each element is a degenerated interval. According to Definition 4 and Definition 5, we obtain: Definition 6 Let m be an IBS with the intervals of BetP are the minimum and maximum of the following pair of optimization problems respectively:
Actually, the extended Pignistic transformation projects the mass intervals of subsets of into a new orthogonal space
In the orthogonal space , we use normalized Euclidean distance to measure the dissimilarity between the interval-valued vectors (10) where the factor of 1/4 is to normalize d and guarantee that 0 1 d ,
Obviously, the larger
is, the more different m 1 and m 2 are, and vice versa, so d can be used to indirectly measure the dissimilarity between m 1 and m 2 . We will rigorously check that d is indeed a metric distance in Lemma 1.
Lemma 1 d is a metric distance on
, then is a metric space. Proof. See Appendix A.
The linear updating of IBS for dynamic fault diagnosis
Essentially, Dempster's rule and other symmetric combination rules can only provide static fused results, as they are just used to fuse several pieces of diagnosis evidence appearing at the same time step. As a result, the diagnosis decisions based on the fused results are also static. However, the running states of the equipment being monitored usually changes dynamically. Therefore, there are two main variations should be considered in diagnosis 1 :1) Even if an equipment works in a normal state, intermittent or abrupt external disturbances are sometimes so strong that the static fusion methods may temporarily make false judgments. Actually, these disturbances never lead to the internal faults of the equipment; In this case, a perfect fusion method should always make the correct (i.e., no fault) judgments; 2) the equipment may undergo a gradual change from the normal status to a certain fault, or may abruptly jump from the normal status to a certain fault. In this case, a perfect fusion method should make prompt and stable responses to the changes. In order to deal with dynamic diagnosis, next we introduce the linear updating rule of evidence presented in Ref. 20 and further extend it to IBSs. The updated IBS recursively generated by the extended rule can integrate the current static fused IBSs with the previous updated IBSs so as to make a global and stable judgment.
The linear updating rule of interval-valued structures
In Ref. (12) and (13) respectively, as shown in Table 3 . Table 3 The calculations of Bel(B|A),Pl(B|A) and m(B|A)
It can be seen from the above example that the belief masses of those propositions included in the complement of the conditioning proposition A are being annulled, on the other hand, the belief masses of the remaining propositions related to A are being redistributed by the conditioning operation. In Ref. 20 , it is pointed out that "Unlike the direct calculation of the belief using the complete BoE, these measures explicitly depend on the specific propositions in A that condition the propositions in B". Therefore, it implies that when one attempts to make decisions by using the conditional BBA, the conditioning proposition A derived from the incoming evidence should have the maximal mass, definitely m(A) =1, that is to say, the new evidence completely supports the proposition A, which can be confirmed in the example of a distributed decisionmaking network illustrated in Ref. 20 . 
i) The choice
A A ={1,0} is called the infinite inertia based (IIB) updating strategy. In this case, the original evidence has the complete inflexibility towards changes. It could be that, for example, the original evidence is derived from a vast collection of reliable data, but the incoming evidence is completely unreliable, which leads to a high inertia, etc; (ii) The choice A A ={0, 1} is called the zero inertia based (ZIB) updating strategy. In this case, the original evidence has the complete flexibility towards changes. This situation arises when the original evidence is derived from little or no credible knowledge, but the incoming evidence is completely reliable, etc; (iii) The choice A A ={T/(T+1),1/(T+1)} is called the proportional inertia based (PIB) updating strategy, where T refers to the number of "pieces" of evidence that the original evidence is based upon. In this case, already gathered evidence and the incoming evidence have equal inertia.
In practical fault diagnosis, the diagnosis evidence is commonly gathered at each time step. The updated result is recursively calculated by Eq.(14) at each time step, which is related to the new incoming evidence and the previous evidence. As the quality and reliability of evidence may change over time with the variability of equipment running status, inertia of evidence should not be static. However the above three methods for 
where,
. The criterion of choosing A is that the midpoint of interval m 2 (A) is larger than that of any other focal element.
Because the above basic strategies for selecting A A are not suitable for dynamic diagnosis fault, in the following section, we propose some new methods to adjust the linear combination weights using the evidence distance and similarity between two IBSs.
Diagnosis procedure based on the linear updating rule of IBSs
In this section, we present the dynamic diagnosis procedures based on the proposed linear updating rule as shown in Fig.1 . Fig.1 The diagnosis procedure based on the linear updating rule of IBSs
The whole procedure consists of 4 steps.
Step 1 is to acquire n local pieces of diagnosis evidence at each step, denoted as m p,t , p=1,2,…,n, t=1,2,…,T. The intervals of belief masses in m p,t present the belief degrees that on-line monitoring information, given by the p th source at the t th step , supports each fault mode and the subset of fault modes in the frame of discernment m p,t can be given by the pattern matching methods 12 or diagnosis experts 17 .
Step 2 is to fuse n local pieces of diagnosis evidence. Since m 1,t , m 2,t ,…, m n,t are simultaneously collected at the t th step, so the symmetric or static combination rule in Definition 3 is used to fuse them. The function of combination rule is to reduce the uncertainty of local diagnosis evidence such that the fused IBS m ,t is more certain and precise than any local IBS.
In the following updating step, m ,t is regarded as the incoming diagnosis evidence. The extended linear updating rule in Definition 8 is used to update the previous updated diagnosis evidence m 1:t-1 with m ,t .As a result, the current global evidence m 1:t can be recursively generated at each step, which contains the whole diagnosis information from the 1 st step to the current step. At the 1 st step, m 1:t is initialized as m ,1 , as we have not prior information to update. The last step is to make a diagnosis decision at the each step based on the global diagnosis evidence m 1:t . There are two popular criterions which must be complied with in diagnosis decision: (1) for the determined fault proposition, the left and right endpoints of its belief mass interval are greater than those of any other fault propositions respectively; (2) The right endpoint of
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The new methods for selecting linear combination weights
In the above step 3, we have to determine the linear combination weight t t at each step when using the extended linear updating rule. In this section, we present two available strategies based on the similarity measure between two IBSs. In Dempster-Shafer evidence theory, the evidence distance is the main way to quantify the dissimilarity between two belief structures (i.e.,BBAs or IBSs) 29 , so the concepts of distance and similarity are linked in an inverse way. That is to say, the lesser the distance between two IBSs, the greater their similarity 22 .
Therefore, the similarity measure Sim(m 1 ,m 2 ) between m 1 and m 2 obtained from the distance measure given in Definition 7 as 
The credibility degree of m i is defined as Actually, from the extended linear updating rule in Eqs. (15) and (16), it can be seen that the current updated evidence is the weighted sum of the historical updated evidence m 1:t-1 and the current diagnosis evidence m ,t . ) is assign to t so as to reduce the inertia of the historical information. As a result, the LBB and LAB have the different scope of application. In the following typical fault experiments, their functions and performance will be compared and analyzed in detail.
The static reliability and dynamic sensitivity indices for diagnosis
In order to assess the performance of updating diagnosis algorithms, we design the static reliability index (SRI) and dynamic sensitivity index (DSI). F at the whole diagnosis period. The bigger the SRI, the higher the static reliability of the updating algorithm. Correspondingly, the DSI can be defined as 
Experiment settings
In this paper, we choose the ZHS-2 machine rotor system as shown in Fig.3 to test the proposed linear updating algorithms with the different strategies of selecting linear combination weights t t
The typical faults seeded in the system are motor bracket loosening (F 1 ), rotor misalignment (F 2 ) and rotor unbalance (F 3 ) 1, 12 . As one goal of fault diagnosis, we also add F 0 as the normal state of the system. Therefore, {F 0 , 
Experiment results
We conduct four typical fault experiments usually happened in real world, on which, the proposed LBB(look-back based) and LAB(look-ahead based) strategies for selecting t t are compared with the basic strategies IIB(infinite inertia based), ZIB(zero inertia based) and PIB (proportional inertia based). Moreover, in these experiments, we also use the Dempster's combination rule of IBSs (DCR) in Definition 3 to obtain the updated results, namely, m 1:t =m ,1 m ,2 m ,t . From the comparison between DCR and the liner updating rule, it can be seen that static/symmetric DCR may be no longer suitable for evidence updating, especially when system states change over time. Table 4 The incoming diagnosis evidence (IDS) m ,t 
Experiment 1:
The rotor system always stably keeps in normal state at the t th step, t=1,2,…,10, the time interval between two steps 16 t s . According to the diagnosis procedure in Fig.1 , at each time step, the method in Ref.12 is used to get the four local IBSs respectively from the monitoring data of f ×1 , f ×1 , f ×3 and d a , and then, the static combination rule in Definition 3 is used to fuse the local IBSs to obtain the incoming diagnosis evidence (IDE) m ,t as shown in Table 4 . Fig.4 shows the updated results obtained recursively using the linear updating rule with LBB, LAB, IIB, ZIB, PIB and DCR. Here, m ,t ({F 0 }), m ,t ({F 1 }), m ,t ({F 2 }) and m ,t ({F 3 }) are also shown in Fig 4 except m ,t ( ), because m ,t ( ) usually becomes relatively small by optimal combination such that it rarely influences the following decision making. For example, the interval value of belief masses of m 8 illustrated in Fig.4 . Table 5 lists the static reliability index (SRI) and dynamic sensitivity index (DSI) of the updated results in descending order. In our experiments, the parameter a of similarity measure is set as 8.
It can be seen that from Table 5 that the performance indices of the other updating algorithms except the IIB, are all better than the IDE's. That is to say, although the diagnosis decisions made from all the methods are correct (F 0 happens), the dynamic updating procedure can provide more reliable diagnosis results than the static fusing procedure. In the IIB, t t ={1,0}, it means that m 1:t = m 1:t-1 according to the extended linear updating rule in Eqs. (15) and (16) . Since m 1:1 = m ,1 , the updated result at each step is always taken as m ,1 , therefore, the IIB is quite insensitive to the change of the incoming diagnosis evidence. In the PIB, when t=1, t t otherwise, t t ={(t-1)/t,1/t}. In the ZIB, t t ={0,1}, so its m 1:t is completely determined by the m ,t , and since m ,t ({F 0 }) is always larger than m ,t ({F 1 }), m ,t ({F 2 }) ,m ,t ({F 3 }) and m ,t ( ), according to the extended linear updating rule, m 1:t ({F 0 }) can immediately converge to [1, 1] at the 2 nd step and is unchanged until the last step. Therefore, in this experiment, the ZIB have the best performance on reliability and sensitivity. As m ,t always supports F 0 , so the DCR also makes belief masses converge to F 0 .
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Experiment 2:
The rotor system encounters abrupt external disturbances at different time steps, and then returns to its normal working condition when the disturbances disappear. There are three detailed cases. Case 1: The system only encounters the disturbance at the 6 th step. It causes the false fault "motor bracket loosening (F 1 )". Case 2: The system continuously encounters the disturbances at the 6 th and 7 th steps. They cause the false faults "motor bracket loosening (F 1 )" and "rotor misalignment (F 2 )" respectively.
Case 3:
The system intermittently encounters the disturbances at the 6 th and 8 th steps respectively. They cause the false faults "motor bracket loosening (F 1 )" and "rotor misalignment (F 2 )" respectively. The updated results in three cases are shown in Fig.5, Fig.6 and Fig.7 respectively. An ideal diagnosis system should be immune to the disturbances. It can be concluded from these three figures that, the disturbances are so strong that the incoming diagnosis evidence (IDE) incorrectly support false faults. The disturbances even cause that the DSIs of IDE are negative. For example, Table 6 lists the changes of similarity ( Table 6 , we can get DSI=-0.0135, SRI=0.7231 according to Eqs. (31) and (30) . In the same way, we can calculate the SRI and DSI of each method in three cases as shown in Table 7 , Table 8 and Table 9 respectively. It can be seen from these figures and tables that the evidence updating strategies in LAB, LBB, PIB and IIB all make the correct judgment according to the decision criterions. Obviously, the static and dynamic performance of the LAB and LBB are superior to that of the other methods. When the disturbances happen, the judgments given by the ZIB are always utterly wrong, because it adopts the extreme strategy to support the incoming evidence and ignore the inertia of historical evidence. On account of the conflicts between the incoming diagnosis evidence, since the 6 th step, the interval widths of belief masses given by the DCR become too large to make decisions. So, in these cases, the DCR is no longer applicable.
Experiment 3:
The rotor system goes through the intermediate stage between normal and fault. More specifically, the system is normal from the 1 st step to the 5 rd step, from the 6 th step to the 7 th step, the running status of the system gradually degrades to "motor bracket loosening (F 1 )", and then, F 1 really happens at remaining three steps. Fig.8 shows the updated results and Table 10 lists the corresponding performance indices. Contrary to what we have observed in the above experiments, the ZIB, in this experiment, returns to the best performance just as illustrated in experiment 1. But, distinctly, in the face of the different changes of the system states, the performance of the ZIB fluctuates and becomes unstable. The DCR is still inapplicable because of the same reason as in experiment 2. The IIB only relies on the historical evidence, and completely ignores the change of the system states from F 0 to F 1 . In the PIB, t t ={t/(t+1),1/(t+1)}, when t increases, t tends to 0, so the share of the incoming evidence in the updated result will be smaller and smaller. It leads to the slow speed of converging to the new state F 1 and bad decisions. On the contrary, the LAB still keeps good behaviors. The LBB can be interpreted as the tradeoff between the LAB and PIB. Table 12 .
It can be seen from this table that the LAB have the best comprehensive performance. Although the dynamic sensitivity of the ZIB is the same with that of the LAB, the absolutely wrong judgments that it makes in experiment 2 lead to the low static reliability. The IIB and DCR are almost inapplicable to dynamic diagnosis because they rarely adapt to the different changes of system states. In summary, the proposed LAB and LBB can deal with the typical changes of system states. Specifically speaking, in the initial operation stages, the monitored system is commonly stable and healthy. In this case, the LBB can be used to avoid some falsealarms caused by the intermittent or abrupt external disturbances as shown in experiment 2. With the increasing of the running time, if the reliability of system deteriorates, the LAB can respond to the disturbances and the abrupt or gradual faults rapidly and accurately shown in the last three experiments. 
Conclusion
In this paper, a novel idea of evidence updating is introduced into dynamic/on-line fault diagnosis. Based on interval-valued belief structures, the new updating strategies for dynamic fault diagnosis are presented. The main contributions of the paper include: (1) The classical linear updating rule are extended to the framework of IBSs, which can be used to recursively fuse the "dissymmetric" and "dynamic" diagnosis evidence over time; (2) The LAB and LBB method can adaptively adjust the linear combination weights according to the similarity relationship between the incoming diagnosis evidence and the previous diagnosis evidence; ( 3)The static reliability and the dynamic sensitivity indices are designed to evaluate the performance of an updating strategy. (4) Finally, the typical fault experiments of machine rotor show the effectiveness of the proposed updating strategies. The presented methods could be further investigated in several ways. First of all, the distance between two interval-valued structures is a basic tool for assessing the performance of IBSs-based classification algorithms. From the perspective of interval mathematics or interval computations [32] [33] , the distance between two interval-valued structures is actually the distance between two interval-valued vectors, in this case, the value of distance should be also an interval value, not be a point value as given in Definition 7 such that IBS can manifest its advantage of impreciseness control over BBA. Therefore, we can further consider the other alternative distances with interval values by using some interval metrics as given in Refs.32-33; Second, when prior diagnosis information is available, one can introduce on-line learning algorithm to optimize the parameter a in the similarity measure such that the updating procedure adapts to the changes of system state. Third, the evidence updating strategy should be easily applicable to other fields such as dynamic target recognition and expert systems but it needs to be validated by experimental studies or real world applications.
M4:Triangle inequality: as required. As a result, d is a metric distance on , then is a metric space.
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